Following an object's position relative to oneself is a fundamental functionality required in intelligent real-world interacting robotic systems. This paper presents a computationally efficient vision based 3D tracking system, which can ultimately operate in real-time on autonomous mobile robots in cluttered environments. At the core of the system, two neural inspired eventbased dynamic vision sensors (eDVS) independently track a high frequency flickering LED in their respective 2D angular coordinate frame. A self-adjusted feed-forward neural network maps those independent 2D angular coordinates into a Cartesian 3D position in world coordinates. During an initial calibration phase, an object composed of multiple independent markers with known geometry provides relative position information between those markers for network training (without ever using absolute world coordinates for training). In a subsequent application phase tracking a single marker yields position estimates relative to sensor origin, while tracking multiple markers provides additional orientation. The neural inspired vision-based tracking system runs in real-time on ARM7 microcontrollers, without the need for an external PC.
Introduction
Today´s performance of autonomous mobile robots depends largely on their ability to perceive and interpret their environment. Humans and animals rely on several sensory systems, such as proprioceptive, vestibular, visual, and acoustic. Following objects, e.g. a speaking person, seems to happen effortlessly by our brains; in contrast, today's robots are still lacking such capabilities by a large margin. Here we concentrate on the sub-problem of reliably tracking a well marked stimulus in a neurobiologically inspired sensory system, which is well suited for power-efficient operation on board of small autonomous robots. Visual object tracking is an active research area [1], with many different algorithms developed that get broadly categorized in either geometrical [2] or appearance [3] based techniques. Real-time applications in autonomous robots typically require remote computers, with few recent exceptions ([4] , [5] ) that need precisely calibrated sensors and high computational resources devoted to the tracking system. An intelligent mobile robot, however, should not devote most of its available computing resources to low-level sensory systems (such as object tracking)! Here we present a new 3D tracking method ( Figure 1 ) to follow active markers that relies on a neuro-biologically inspired vision sensor for tracking in sensory space (Chapter 2), and a self-trained feed-forward neuronal network (Chapter 3) to compute Cartesian 3D coordinates. The developed system will be evaluated and discussed in Chapter 4. The developed system is computationally efficient and well suited to run as stand-alone sensory system on board of small autonomous robots. 
Event Based Stimuli Tracking in Sensor Coordinate Frame

Event Based Embedded Vision Sensor
The Dynamic Vision Sensor Chip (DVS, [6], [7] ) used in this project is a neurobiologically inspired address-event silicon retina that responds within microseconds to changes in temporal contrast. Each reported event represents a quantized change of log intensity at a particular pixel since the last event from that pixel. All 128x128 pixels operate asynchronously; in contrast to standard video cameras no frames of "complete" images exist. The major advantage of such an event-based data representation compared to traditional video images is high temporal precision and a significantly reduced amount of data for real-time processing. We developed a small embedded system (eDVS, Figure 2A , [8] ) composed of a DVS chip connected to an ARM7 microcontroller for configuration and execution of on-board computation (here the tracking task described in chapter 2.2). Figure 2A shows the sensor focusing on a moving hand (left), and the corresponding event signals (right) for changes at the individual pixel level towards brighter (green) or darker (red). Utilizing the eDVS' sensitivity to changes in illumination, we implemented simple and small active markers with powerful high-frequency blinking LEDs ( Figure 2B , left). These markers generate large amounts of spatially localized events (significantly more than other surrounding stimuli, here ~1000Hz) that represent the marker's flashing frequency and location relative to the sensor ( Figure 2B, right) . Figure 2C , shows a developed pan-tilt unit to extend the sensory range to about ±60 degrees. 
